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PROS
 Provide excellent foot control for off- oad

 Beautifully made, rugged construction

 Cleats lock your riding boots in place

 Available for many different bikes

CONS
 Expensive upgrade

 May be too large for some

Fastway Adventure Footpegs  
by Pro Moto Billet
by Paul H. Smith

Is there something about Idaho that attracts great people and dual-sport busi-
nesses? If so, the folks at Pro Moto Billet are no exception. ADVMoto recently 
worked with them to fit their new Fastway Adventure Footpegs for a Suzuki DR650 
project bike, adding it to a long list of adventure/dual-sport bikes for which these 
pegs are already available. These Adventure Footpegs are innovative in many ways, 
one being the ability to move them easily to other bikes with the aid of “Fit Kits.”

If you’re tired of small, non-gripping stock footpegs (especially if you have large 
feet), you’ll appreciate the design of these footpegs. They’re H-U-G-E, comfort-
able, cling to your boots, and afford awesome control when standing up off oad.

Compare their 4.75"x 2.25" (120mm x 57mm) to your existing footpegs. Throw 
just about any terrain or wet and slimy condition at them and it’s doubtful that 
your feet are anywhere but rock solid on the pegs. They’re far less fatiguing for 
all-day standing, too. Smaller pegs can really hurt after a while, but the Fastways 
are as stable as floo boards. They may take a little time to acclimate to because of 
their size and the added control they provide, but you won’t be running back to 
the smaller pegs any time soon.  

Fastway Adventure Footpegs are made from lightweight 7075 billet aluminum 
and are three-way adjustable: Camber (side to side tilt)—a few degrees via an 
easily adjustable lug bolt; Height—approximately 10mm up or down via a revers-
ible collar;  Traction—by varying the adjustable/removable/replaceable cleats 
(short and long versions are included), provides fi e settings: fl t low, fl t high, tall 
center, angled forward, or angled backward. 

The engineers at Pro Moto Billet have a truly innovative design. We highly rec-
ommend their new Adventure Footpegs. ProMotoBillet.com  MSRP: $249.95

If you’re a DR650 owner, or have another bike 
with rubberized footpeg bushings, we recom-
mend deactivating them. You can defeat them 
with larger washers, or by aftermarket brack-
ets. Otherwise, with all that added leverage, 
the rubber bushings tend to exaggerate the 
cushion effect.

Kenda K761 Enduro
by Aaron Demo

Kenda has a reputation for making great 
dual-sport tires, and the K761 is no exception. 
The Kenda K761 Enduro (80/20) is an excellent 
choice for those who spend most of their 
time on the highway, but still want some-
thing that will hook up on dirt and gravel 
roads. I put the tires to the test on my 2006 
DR650 during the AMA Husqvarna Shenan-
doah 500 National Dual Sport ride.

During the ride to the event with a full load 
on the bike, I was impressed at the quiet-
ness of the tire and the smooth ride, running 
22 psi in the front and 25 psi in the rear. I 
rode through a couple of rain showers and 
the tires provided great traction on the wet 
roads. When the event kicked off, we jumped 
into the dirt/gravel roads and the rear tire 
hooked right up and provided great traction. 
The ride was a 60/40 (paved/off- oad) mix  

of twisty asphalt roads and one-lane dirt/
gravel backroads and the frequent transitions 
between the two made for a spectacular day 
of riding. 

The front tire was great in the dirt, but on 
the gravel straightaways was a little wob-
bly. Standing up helped to improve stability 
a bit, but I think dropping another 5 lbs. of 
pressure would have made a big difference. 
It wasn’t uncomfortable enough to make 
me stop, so I pressed on without making any 
pressure changes. After lunch, we rode over 
the mountains of the Virginia/West Virginia 
border, which is a dream section of asphalt 
twisty roads crossing a mountain ridge. 

I was impressed with the performance 
of the tires. If you spend most of your time 
on paved roads with the occasional detour 
down backcountry dirt or gravel roads, the 
Kenda K761 Enduro is an excellent choice.  
MSRP: $93.99/$71.99   
KendaTires.com/en/motorcycle/

PROS
 Excellent traction on wet 
or dry pavement

 Hooked up very well on 
dirt and loose gravel

CONS
 Tires were slick during 
initial break-in
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